Data from a large database of 140 dam failure cases are used with gene expression programming (GEP) to develop new empirical formulae of physical meaning for prediction of non-dimensional key dam breach parameters. The GEP models are trained on 75% of the data set and validated on the remaining 25%. Parametric and error analyses are conducted to confirm the robustness of the developed relations. Moreover, uncertainty analyses using the Monte Carlo technique is performed to check for the output uncertainty of key dam breach parameters and the contribution of various input parameters to the overall output uncertainty. It is found that uncertainties of 20 to 40% are calculated for the developed GEP models with reservoir shape factor and dam erodibility being main influential predictors. 
LIST OF NOTATION
This paper aims at applying GEP to develop new predictive empirical models for prediction of dam breach main parameters. At first, a brief overview on the dam breach process and resulting hydrograph is presented in addition to presenting the parameters of the reservoir and breach included in the collected database. Afterwards, GEP is applied to the database and five models are developed.
The developed models are analyzed parametrically to test their physical behavior in addition to validation analyses.
Finally, error and uncertainty analysis are performed on the developed models to assess their reliability and robustness.
DAM BREACH OUTFLOW HYDROGRAPH
A dam breach is the failure in embankment, either due to erosion of embankment material or structural failure allow- with a termination codon. Consider, for example, the following algebraic expression (also referred to as a program): 
DAM FAILURE DATABASE
The above genes encode two separate building blocks that can evolve independently. Therefore, they are more effective than single-genic chromosomes and enable a better representation of complex relations.
For each problem, the chromosome architecture must be determined before the initiation of the solution. The architecture includes the number of genes and the length of the head. Moreover, the set of functions must be deter- higher chance of survival. In the application of GEP to function finding, the goal is to find offspring that are within a certain error of the correct value of the function. Therefore, GEP uses an evolutionary strategy to find the best fittest offspring without halting the evolution of the next generations.
In these cases, the parent is usually unfit, but its modified descendants progressively approach a perfect solution. If the error used is the root relative squared error (RRSE), then the fitness function of a program f i is:
The fitness function ranges from 0 to 1000, with 1000 corresponding to a perfect fit. The root relative square error RRSE i of an individual program i (i-th offspring) is defined by the following equation:
where P (ij) is the value predicted by the program i for fitness case j, T j is the target value for fitness case j, T ¼ P n j¼1 T j =n, and n is the number of samples. For a perfect fit, RRSE i ¼0 thus, the RRSE i ranges from 0 to infinity, with zero corresponding to the ideal. 
Moreover, GEP includes another process called transposition. GEP randomly selects a sequence in a gene and inserts it into any position in the head of the gene.
Consider the chromosome in Equation (7) 
The other genetic operations are less important and all depend on the value assigned for the mutation rate.
For complete details on GEP and the related genetic operations, interested readers can refer to Ferreira (). GEP fitting for experimental data is performed using the commercial nonlinear data-mining software GenXProTools (www.gepsoft.com). The model is run with 20,000 generations, 30,40,50 chromosomes, 3,4 head size, 0.005-0.05 mutation rates and three random numerical constants.
Analysis procedure for GEP model development
The following procedure was used to develop the GEP prediction models:
1. An initial set of control variables (dam failure cases) is chosen as terminals for GEP.
The initial work environment is set for GEP by defining
the chromosome architecture (number of genes, head size, functions) and mutation rates.
3. GEP randomly formulates the chromosomes of the parent program and implements genetic operators to yield many first-generation offspring.
4. GEP uses the fitness criteria specified in Equation (2) to find the fittest offspring. This offspring represents the solution to the problem in the first generation.
GEP considers the selected offspring the new parent and
implements genetic operators to yield many second-generation offspring.
6. GEP evolution continues as per steps 3, 4 and 5 until the specified program fitness is met. While the GEP model fitness indicator f i has no specific range, Ferreira 
where P ¼ P n j¼1 P j =n 7. Steps 1 to 7 are repeated with a different set of control variables to produce another GEP model.
Developed GEP models
In this section, GEP was utilized to develop prediction equations for key breaching parameters essential to construct the breach outflow hydrograph. The complete dam failure dataset is used in model development with the number of cases varying according to the predictor combination attempted.
The dam failure dataset has been partitioned into two datasets, one for training (75% of dataset) the GEP-based models and the other for testing the developed GEP-based models (25% of dataset 
For mathematical rigor, reservoir parameters can be represented in non-dimensional form as: the reservoir shape coefficient, RS ¼ V
1=3
w =H w , and the relative dam height, H simplicity. However, choosing any other value before developing the GEP model is possible and has been found to have no effect on the physical behavior of the developed equations, despite having a different arrangement of parameters. In the current study, the non-dimensional key breaching parameters Yi are considered as a function of: for testing. This is higher than the R 2 ¼ 0.67 reported by
Xu & Zhang () using MNR. GEP model fitness had an average value of 720 for training data and 600 for testing data. GEP9 can be written as:
where c 1 ¼ 0.096 and c 2 ¼ 0.85. On the other hand, GEP10
included important parameters shown in previous studies for prediction of average breach width, and can be written as:
where c 1 ¼ 1.91 and c 2 ¼ 1.72. However, combinations of parameters for prediction of failure time only showed that one model, GEP15 had the highest R 2 of 0.84 for training data and 0.80 for testing data, for other models R 2 was less than 0.80 and thus none were selected. GEP model fitness is 713
for training data and 680 for testing data. GEP15 can be written as: 
, should be close to 1. Also the coefficient of determination for the regression line through the
be lower than 0.1. Moreover, the condition of cross validation should satisfy (Gandomi et al. ) :
where
Á 2 is the squared correlation coefficient through the origin between predicted and observed values and
Á 2 is the squared correlation coefficient through the origin between observed and predicted values. The validation criteria and relevant performance of the developed GEP models are shown in Table 4 . Models are considered valid for prediction if they satisfy some or all of the required conditions. As observed, all GEP models satisfied all related validation criteria, thus they have a good prediction power and are not chance correlations.
PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
In this section, a parametric analysis is performed to find the influence of breach parameters, dam erodibility, and on GEP models 5, 9, and 10. Results show that overtopping failure leads to wider average breach widths and higher breach peak flow rates than piping/seepage failure. This is due to the fact that small reservoirs (with lower RS) drain significantly before the breach is fully formed, allowing the peak outflow to occur during breach formation leading to a lower breach opening and higher peak outflow. On the other hand, large reservoirs (with higher RS) maintain head until the breach reaches its The analysis is applied to the dataset of 140 dam failure cases used in this study, which includes the data subsets used to derive all previous breach prediction equations.
While this could provide some advantages for the GEP models, it provides fair indication for comparison of prediction capability for various equations (Wahl ; Xu & Zhang ). The outlier-exclusion algorithm is applied to prediction errors, which are defined in log cycles as:
Remaining error data are used to calculate main indicators defined as: mean prediction error ( e ¼ P n j¼1 e ij ), width of error band B ub ¼ ±1:96S e and the 95% confidence band around the predicted value:
where S e is the standard deviation of prediction errors and P ij is taken as unity. Table 5 summarizes the results of the error analysis performed on GEP models for prediction of peak outflow rate, 
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
In dam failure risk assessment study, the uncertainties of influencing parameters have to be included since they could dramatically influence the outcome (Wahl ;
Froehlich ). The sacristy of real data on dam failure used to construct prediction models imposes uncertainty on model predictions. Despite using in this study a larger data set than previous studies, there is still a certain degree of uncertainty of prediction outcomes, which can usually be reduced by collecting more data about the input parameters. Therefore, this section presents a quantitative assessment for the stochastic character of the developed GEP models and uncertainty in their predictions using the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) (Vose ; Frey & Li ) . The uncertainty in key breach parameters (12)- (16) is considered due to the uncertainty in the model input parameters, RS, P N i¼1 jP i À Median(P)j (Walker ). Results of uncertainty analysis for key breach parameters using the developed GEP models are presented in Table 6 . The analysis for uncertainty for Q Once the output uncertainty is determined, the least square linearization technique is used to split the output uncertainty into its sources (complete details can be found in Verbeeck et al. ) . This method is a multiple regression between the parameter deviation from the mean and the output and its main equation is written as:
where y is the main key breach parameter Q Table 7 . These results identify the most influential parameters on the non-dimensional key breach parameters as presented by developed GEP models. Similar to results in Figure 5 , the dam erodibility is found to be an important predictor for all tested GEP models except for t Ã f . Its contributions ranged from 40 to 70%, which is more than all other predictors appearing in equations. This is followed by the reservoir shape factor RS, which appeared in all equations with influential contribution ranging from 20 to 50% and reached 99% in the case of t 
